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ABSTRACT 

In Jordanian industry there are high power induction motor up to 3.3MW in Jordan cement factory these
motors consume high current from the supplier The protection scheme of motors varies considerably from one
motor to another because the different motor size, type or application. To be cost effective, motor protection
is usually based upon motor size and/or importance. In this paper we present the effect connecting capacitor
to the power circuit of induction motor on  the over current relay (OCR) for induction motor, also present
Limitation of Capacitive Power of Induction Motor Power Circuit to improving power factor, those methods
examined  experimentally by applying at Jordanian Cement Factory, 
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Introduction

Motor protection is required to detect abnormal operating conditions and internal fault conditions.
Abnormal operating conditions include unbalanced voltages, undervoltage, overvoltage, single phasing, and
incorrect phase sequence. Internal fault conditions include insulation failures and mechanical failures. Should
currents higher than normal circulates through the motor some damage will occur if these currents are not
interrupted on time (Mason, 1967; Stevenson, 1982; Hodgkiss, 1981).

High power induction motors are the most import equipment in the industry, because they are the prime-
movers of mechanical load of productional line. From other side these motors consume high power which
affects the electrical supply. For these reasons the protection circuit especially over current elements are given
high attention the main purpose of over current relays (OCR) to keep the motors operation with allowable
value of current these relays have two calibrations, the first is low increasing of current (L) which means the
setting of inverse time – delay and the second is high increasing of current (H) which means the setting of
instantaneous over current relay, these setting of relays keep the motor from, slow increasing of current due
to production feeding long time starting due to the blockage of mechanical and productional loads and short
circuit at power circuit of induction motors. In case of connecting capacitor to the power circuit of induction
motor Figure (1), the current is reduced from 195A to 168A, so the calibrations should be done in two cases
without capacitor and with capacitor for both setting (L) and (H). The procedures of these calibrations are done
in Jordan cement factory under our control so I shall show these cases of setting in practical cases part
(Phadke, 1988; Hayward, 1941; Mathews, 1954; Wall, 1997; Kim, 2005; Seong, 2008; Sharp, 1958; Einvall,
1975).

Also these motors consume high current from the supplier, so we have to correct the power factor of this
high load, but during the process of correction there are many problems which appeared. For example what
is the limit of capacitor reactive power, to what value the power factor be improved .All these situation about
the power factor improvement are done by me in Jordan cement factory. So I will show practical case with
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real data hoping that my research will help the engineers to solve some problems which are appeared in
electrical fields (Stevenson, 1982).

Power factor is a ratio between the KW and KVA drawn by an electrical load where the KW is the actual
load power and KVA is the apparent load power, it is a measure of how effectively the current is being
converted into useful work output and more particularly is a good indicator of the affect of load current on
the efficiency of the supply system current will cause losses in the supply and distribution system .A load with
power factor of unity results in the most efficient loading of the supply, and load with a poor power factor
of 0.5 will result in much higher losses in the supply system, capacitive power factor correction is applied to
circuit which includes induction motor as mean of reducing the inductive component of current and thereby
reduce the losses in the supply. There should be no affect on the operation of the motor itself.

The current drawn by induction motor are made up of resistive and inductive components the inductive
current can be considered passenger component of current that will not effect the power drawn by motor, but
will contribute to the power dissipated in the supply and distribution system (Mason, 1967).

In the interest of reducing the losses power factor correction is added to neutralize a portion of inductive
current, because with high power factor correction power retailers offer incentive for operation in this situation,
while others penalize consumer with poor power factor.

Power factor correction is achieved by the addition of static capacitors in parallel with connected motor
circuit; the resulting capacitive current is leading current and is used to cancel the lagging inductive current
flowing from the supply.

1. Effect of Capacitor on Over Current Relay of Induction Motor:
Consider the 1800kw induction motor installation shown in Figure (1) which represents the power circuit

and protection circuit of this high power induction motor. 
The induction motor has the following specifications:

C V1= 6300v, I2=195A, cosφ1 4=0.85, f=50Hz, rpm=980, V2=1850v, I2=595A, Io=77.6A
C 51: the time- delay overcurrent relay, it has the fallowing taps (selections) L: 2.5 -2.8-3.1 -3.5 -4- 4.5 –

5 
C 50: the instantaneous over current relay, it has the following taps H: 10 -15 -20 – 25 -30 -35 40A 
 

Case (1) calibration the OCR without capacitor:  The CT ratio is selected to provide some margin above
the trip setting so meters will not read off - scale. The rated current of motor is195, it must multiply by 1.15
and 1.25 where 1.15 service factors and 1.25 relay pickup setting, then the rated current is equal 280A this
value approximated to the closed standard of CT ratio which equal 300\5 The calibration of relay 51 is:
X=(195)(5)/300 = 3.25 A,  it is approximated to closed tap where L =3.5 . The relay pickup during starting
is 595/195 = 3 pu according characteristic carve of this disk type induction relay with  time dial  setting  of
ten, operating   time is 50 second. The calibration of relay 50 must be above the value of locked rotor current
with (1.7)(595) = 1012A  of primary circuit or 1012/300=3.37 which equal H =20 A at secondary circuit  of
CT and this equal 6 times of primary current (4)(300)/195 = 6.15.

Case (2) calibration the OCR with capacitor:  in this case the current at power circuit of  induction motor
is  reduced from 195A to168 A. the calibration of relay 51 is  X = (168)(5)/300 =2.8 A so L== 2.8A  The
relay pickup during starting is 513 /168 = 3 Pu. The operating time with lever 10 is 50 second. Calibration
of relay 50 will be 872A at primary circuit, at secondary side of CT and this value is 872/300 =2.9 which
equal H =15 A .this is equal 5 times of primary current.

2- Limitation of Capacitive Power of Induction Motor Power Circuit:

When considering the economic connected with the power factor correction it is most important to
remember that any power factor correction plant will compensate for losses and reduce the current loadings
on supply equipment cables, transformers, switchgear and generally plant 

The rating of capacitors required to improve power factor depends largely on tariff , taking  into account
the important of technical and safely consideration in many tariffs charges are related to KVA-hours , KVAR-
hours, or maximum demand KVA (MD), all of which quantities are reduced by installing power factor
correction capacitor.

The induction motor is the most wide spread contributor to the reactive load in industrial electric power
system, its power factor tends to increase with the increase of power rating the power factor, however,
decreases with decreasing load condition, and it should be increased during high load for the induction motor
it may be improved by connecting a capacitor directly across the motor terminal or alternatetirely by
connecting a capacitor to the lines supply the motors.
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Fig. 1: Electrical circuit diagram of Roller Mill 100Kw.

If the motor high power for example 2000 KW a capacitor should be connected parallel to this motor, but
care should be taken in deciding the KVAR rating of the capacitor  in relation to magnetizing KVA of
machine. If the rating is too high  a damage may occur on both motor and capacitor, as the motor, while still
revolving after disconnection from the supply, may act as a generator by self excitation and produce a voltage
higher than the supply  voltage, if the motor switched on again before the speed has fallen to about 80% of
normal running speed, the high voltage will be superimposed on the supply circuit and there may be a risk
of damaging other types of equipment as a general rule the correct size of capacitor for individual correction
of motor should have a KVAR rating not exceeding approximation   no-load reactive power (Q0) so the
condition of correction is  reactive power of capacitor should be smaller than the no-load reactive power of

motor, where Qo=                   > Qc. if this equation is realized the capacitor can he safely connected the03 *0.9* .V I

application of this condition is done really in Jordan cement factory and it is given as practical case of the
right decision of connecting the capacitor. If the industry has an induction motors and the sum of their power
is high. Capacitor bank should be installed and connected parallel to the line which supplies these loads the
supply line should have KWh and KVARh meters which known as cosine and sine meters these readings is
prepared to the device which called automatic power factor controller (APFC). The (APFC) is a adjusted to
keep power factor less than Unity and greater than 0.85 (IEEE Std. 519- 1992; Açık, 2004).

In case of high load operation (APFC) gives closing command to connect the suitable number of capacitors
which can raise the power factor according to the setting value, but in case of light load operation the (APFC)
gives capacitor tripping command according to the calibrated value. The adjustment width of automatic reactive
power controller is changed keeping the power factor within the allowable interval of regulation depending on
the sum of load.

Consider the single line power circuit of the high power induction motor Figure (2-a) the induction motor
(IM) has the following technical specification: active power 1800KW, supply voltage 6300V, rated current
195A, power factor 0.85, round per minute 980, frequency 50 Hz, rotor voltage 1850V, rotor current 595A,
no load current 77.6A.

These specifications are taken from reporting test of the motor. If the reactive power of the static capacitor
is 750 KVAR can we switch on the load switch (LS), depending on the following power calculation of
induction motor, the power triangle is illustrated in Figure (2-b).
When (LS) is switched off: 
Apparent power (Sı) = p/cosφı =1800/0.85=2117.64KVA
The reactive power(QL) =S×sinφı=2117.64×0.526=1114KVAR
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Fig. 2: (a) The single line power circuit of the high power induction motor, (b) the power triangle.

The approximation no- load reactive power (QN) is calculated according to the following formula  QN=

                 where     no-load  current  from  reporting  test  of  motor  then  QN= 03 *0.9* .V I 0I

                                  3 *0.9*6300*76.6 762.KVAR

The approximation no load reactive power (QN) is greater than the installed capacitive power (Qc) for this
reason we can switch on the load switch, after the switching on the static capacitor with 750KVAR, new
triangle of power will be obtained under the condition of correction the power factor as shown in Figure (3).

Fig. 3: Power triangle for remaining reactive power.

We illustrated the new triangle of power as following:
The reminder of reactive power Qrem =1114-750=364KVAR.
The new apparent power factor S2 = ((1800)² + (364)²)^½ =1836.4KVA
The corrected power factor equal cosφ2=p/S2=1800/1836.4=0.98
The current after correction will be decreased to the value I=(1800000)/((3)^½×6300×0.98)=168.3A

3. Conclusion:

For part one in this paper we percent the effect of capacitor when the capacitor is connected to the power
circuit of induction motor, the current is reduced, so setting of OCR both inverse times –delay and
instantaneous (L and H) should be recalibrated according to the new current. Also in part two we present
limitation of capacitive power of induction motor power circuit the approximation no load reactive power is
greater than capacitive power of installed capacitor QN< Qc so the capacitor is connected to the power circuit
of induction motor via (LS), the power factor is improved up to 0.98, the current is reduced from 195A to
168A, the losses, cable section of motor, apparent power are reduced depending on decreasing of current and
the stability of power system can be achieved by reducing the load.
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